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Abstract

This review links practice, funding, and evidence for interventions for mental health and psychosocial wellbeing in humanitarian settings. We studied practice by reviewing reports of mental health and psychosocial support activities (2007–10); funding by analysis of the financial tracking service and the creditor reporting system (2007–09); and interventions by systematic review and meta-analysis. In 160 reports, the five most commonly reported activities were basic counselling for individuals (39%); facilitation of community support of vulnerable individuals (23%); provision of child-friendly spaces (21%); support of community-initiated social support (21%); and basic counselling for groups and families (20%). Most interventions took place and were funded outside national mental health and protection systems. 32 controlled studies of interventions were identified, 13 of which were randomised controlled trials (RCTs) that met the criteria for meta-analysis. Two studies showed promising effects for strengthening community and family supports. Psychosocial wellbeing was not included as an outcome in the meta-analysis, because its definition varied across studies. In adults with symptoms of post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD), meta-analysis of seven RCTs showed beneficial effects for several interventions (psychotherapy and psychosocial supports) compared with usual care or waiting list (standardised mean difference [SMD] = −0.38, 95% CI −0.55 to −0.20). In children, meta-analysis of four RCTs failed to show an effect for symptoms of PTSD (−0.36, −0.83 to 0.10), but showed a beneficial effect of interventions (group psychotherapy, school-based support, and other psychosocial support) for internalising symptoms (six RCTs; SMD = −0.24, −0.40 to −0.09). Overall, research and evidence focuses on interventions that are infrequently implemented, whereas the most commonly used interventions have had little rigorous scrutiny.
The prevalence of mental health and psychosocial problems in humanitarian settings is high. These settings consist of a broad range of emergency situations, including armed conflicts, as well as natural and industrial disasters. Most frequently, mental health researchers in humanitarian settings have focused on identifying rates of post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD) and other common mental disorders. However, other mental health problems are important in these settings, including severe mental disorders (e.g., psychotic disorders), non-specific forms of psychological distress, and psychosocial problems specific to young people. Evidence also exists of the effect of deteriorated environmental conditions on mental health and wellbeing in humanitarian settings, including undermined social support networks, opportunities for generating income, and respect for human rights.

Meta-analysis of the most robust epidemiological surveys (those using random samples and diagnostic interviews) in conflict-affected populations showed average prevalences of 15.4% (30 studies) for PTSD and of 17.3% (26 studies) for depression. These prevalences are substantially higher than the average 7.6% (any anxiety disorder, including PTSD) and 5.3% (any mood disorder, including major depressive disorder) reported in 17 general populations participating in the World Mental Health Survey. Prevalences of mental disorders vary widely between surveys of conflict-affected populations and are strongly affected by methodological and contextual factors, including the extent of exposure to adversity. Compared with PTSD and depression, other issues have received less attention—e.g., pre-existing and newly occurring severe disorders, the neuropsychiatric consequences of head injuries, and the role of culture in shaping distress and symptoms. Despite these important gaps in knowledge, empirical evidence suggests that mental disorders and psychosocial problems are substantial public health concerns in humanitarian settings.

In recognition of the importance of mental health and psychosocial support (MHPSS), such activities are increasingly integrated into humanitarian assistance programmes. Notwithstanding what seems to be an emerging consensus, there are still major disagreements about research and practice, particularly the dominant focus on PTSD, and the appropriate timing and focus of interventions—e.g., whether to prioritise reduction of trauma-related reactions and mental disorders, protection of wellbeing, or structural stressors (such as insecurity, livelihoods, and social exclusion in the recovery environment). Differences in opinion are likely to continue because of the scarcity of studies that support particular MHPSS in humanitarian settings.

We aim to provide recommendations for practice and research by linking practices that are commonly implemented with evidence from intervention evaluations.

**MHPSS practices**

To assess which MHPSS practices are common, we reviewed documents disseminated on the internet, within organisations, or to donors, to identify reports of implemented programmes (webappendix p 3). We selected countries that had had a humanitarian crisis (including natural or technological disasters, and armed conflicts) between Jan 1, 2007, and Sept 20, 2010, using four databases: the Uppsala Conflict Data Program,21–22 the annual Conflict Barometer,22–24 the Central Emergency Relief Fund,25 and the UN database on the
Consolidated Appeals Process.\textsuperscript{26} From this list, we selected low-income and middle-income countries, as classified by the World Bank.\textsuperscript{27} Deletion of duplicates resulted in 192 unique humanitarian crises occurring in 81 territories. Using Google, we searched the internet domain of each territory with search terms of the name of the specific crises (eg, earthquake, flood, typhoon, drought, armed conflict) combined with “mental health” or “psychosocial” or “psychological”, and “report” or “program”, and restricted our searches to reports in English. When a territory did not have a separately listed internet domain (eg, Chechnya), we searched the country in which the territory is located (eg, Russia). We supplemented this information by hand-searching the websites of the 27 organisations that formed the Inter-Agency Standing Committee (IASC) Guidelines Taskforce\textsuperscript{12} and four resource sites (Health and Human Rights Info, Intervention, the Mental Health and Psychosocial Support Network, and the Regional Psychosocial Support Initiative) and by contacting experts about 33 programmes listed in a database held by the IASC Reference Group for MHPSS. All identified documents were divided between three coders (two postgraduate public health students and WAT) and coded. They coded the “what” category of the “who does what where until when” (4Ws), a framework developed for coordination of MHPSS in humanitarian settings by the IASC Reference Group for MHPSS.\textsuperscript{28} After 2 weeks of training, the coders achieved 85\% agreement for coding three identical documents.

The 4Ws framework does not follow a structure specific to the IASC MHPSS guideline’s recommended activities. The 4Ws categorises MHPSS according to self-described labels (ie, if a programme stated that it practises counselling or psychotherapy, it is categorised as such).

Webappendix pp 4–5 shows how frequently specific MHPSS were mentioned in activity reports between 2007, and 2009, in 81 territories according to the categories in the 4Ws.\textsuperscript{28} The most often implemented activities were basic counselling for individuals; facilitation of community support for vulnerable individuals; child-friendly spaces; support of community-initiated social support; basic counselling for groups and families; increase of psychoeducation and awareness; structured recreational and creative activities; training of aid workers from diverse humanitarian sectors; psychosocial support for schoolchildren; and non-pharmacological management of mental disorders by general health-care providers. Additionally, general activities to aid MHPSS in humanitarian settings were often mentioned, including training; needs assessment and situation analysis; research, monitoring, and assessment; and technical or clinical supervision. Webappendix p 6 shows the percentage of reports that included any of the specific activities in the ten main categories of the 4Ws.

Additionally, as examples of MHPSS practices in humanitarian settings, we included data from pilot studies of the 4Ws in Haiti, Jordan, and Nepal. The pilot version of the 4Ws consisted of fewer categories than the version used to code activity reports from our review of the grey literature. In these countries, humanitarian workers (see acknowledgments) asked representatives of organisations providing MHPSS and attending humanitarian cluster meetings to provide details of the activities they implemented for coordination purposes. These organisations were subsequently approached at meetings, by telephone, or through
follow-up visits to ensure complete registration of activities. The data were obtained in April, 2010 (Haiti), October–November, 2009 (Jordan), and December, 2009 (Nepal).

Webappendix p 7 shows a summary of the activities reported by organisations in Haiti, Jordan, and Nepal. In all three crises, counselling and case-management (27.7%, 24.5%, and 32.0%, respectively), as well as the integration of psychological and social considerations in other humanitarian sectors (eg, human rights advocacy and legal services, vocational training, and nutrition, and water and sanitation services) (27.6%, 25.1%, and 26.3%, respectively) made up more than 50% of the total reported activities. The provision of psychotropic drugs and psychotherapy made up a small portion (<5%) of services in all three settings. Additionally, structured social activities (eg, child-friendly spaces, recreational activities) were common activities in Haiti (32.2%) and Jordan (28.8%), whereas provision of information and raising awareness of mental health and psychosocial issues was commonly reported in Nepal (22.6%).

Financial tracking

We searched the Financial Tracking Service and Creditor Reporting System databases, in accordance with the approach used in other financial tracking efforts (for global health, reproductive health in conflict-affected settings, and maternal, newborn, and child health). The databases provide specific codes for some health specialties (eg, reproductive health) but not for mental health. Using the list of countries affected by humanitarian crises identified in the grey literature review, we commissioned Brainmaven Inc (Vancouver, BC, Canada) to search with the words “mental health”, “psychosocial”, and “psychological” for funding recorded in these databases. For all identified programmes, total humanitarian and development funding per country for that year and specific project details (type of donor, project name or description, funding amount, and channel of delivery) were recorded. To avoid double counts, all entries were hand-checked and funding from only the most proximate channel—the channel closest to implementation of services—was included. For example, if a national government provided funding to a donor agency, and the agency then funded a community-based organisation, we only included the latter amount.

In total, countries affected by humanitarian crises between 2007, and 2009, received US $224.3 billion in funding (at 2008 values). At least $226.1 million was provided for programmes that included MHPSS activities. The ten areas that received the most funding for programmes that included MHPSS activities accounted for 78.6% of the total funding (table). About half the funding was spent on programmes for sexually transmitted infection control (mainly HIV/AIDS; 36%) and emergency and distress relief (13%).

The evidence for MHPSS

To identify studies assessing MHPSS in humanitarian settings, we did a systematic review and meta-analysis separate from our review of the grey literature (panel). Studies were identified in accordance with the Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic reviews and Meta-Analyses (PRISMA) guidelines. For the systematic review, randomised controlled trials (RCTs) or controlled clinical trials were included (ie, studies that compared any mental health or psychosocial support practice with either other active interventions or with
standard treatment, waiting list, or no treatment). Participants were children, adolescents, and adults of both sexes who were survivors of humanitarian emergencies—including political violence (armed conflicts and wars) and disasters—in low-income and middle-income countries.

A subgroup of identified studies was included in a meta-analysis to assess whether interventions were effective compared with the natural course of illness, and included only RCTs comparing active interventions to waiting list or no treatment. We examined heterogeneity, risk of bias, and overall methodological quality of trials in our analysis.

**Systematic review**

**Study selection**

Figure 1 shows the selection criteria for the systematic review and meta-analysis (for selected characteristics of included studies see webappendix pp 8–15). All identified studies were categorised according to intervention goals (figure 2) as described in the intervention pyramid of the IASC MHPSS and Sphere guidelines. We did not identify studies that assessed MHPSS at the lowest level of the IASC pyramid—social considerations in basic services and security (eg, promotion of participation by affected communities in the humanitarian response).

**Strengthening community and family supports**

A controlled clinical trial in the occupied Palestinian territory of structured social activities (recreational and cultural) showed improvements in 6–16-year-olds in internalising and externalising problem scores, and the quality of parental support (in the West Bank only), but not in feelings of hope. An RCT in northern Uganda of a school-based intervention (structured activities including drama, movement, music, and art), which aimed to increase resilience in 7–12-year-olds, showed improvements in those who received the intervention, as measured by a locally defined wellbeing questionnaire (self-rated and parent-rated, but not teacher-reported). Another RCT of adolescents in northern Uganda noted no effects of creative play on psychological symptoms and functional impairment. For adults bereaved by the 2004 tsunami, a home-visit befriending intervention delivered by trained volunteers in India recorded reduced PTSD and depressive symptoms, as well as reduced scores in a psychiatric screening measure, but did not cause improvements in a wellbeing index. However, the findings of this study should be interpreted with caution because intervention groups’ baseline demographic characteristics differed.

**Focused, non-specialised supports**

About two-thirds (20) of identified studies assessed focused MHPSSs targeting diverse forms of psychological distress and bereavement or enhancing specific coping mechanisms, and implemented by trained non-specialised personnel such as community workers, teachers, and school counsellors. Many of these studies examined school-based interventions and met the inclusion criteria for our meta-analysis. Additionally, school-based interventions were assessed through clinical controlled trials in Armenia, Bosnia and Herzegovina, and Lebanon, and an RCT comparing two active treatments in
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Bosnia and Herzegovina. Goenjian and colleagues assessed a classroom-based trauma and grief component therapy in adolescents 1.5 years after the 1988 earthquake in Armenia and reported that the intervention improved PTSD and maintained depression symptoms (both increased in the control group). In waraffected 13–18-year-olds in Bosnia and Herzegovina, a classroom-based skills and psychoeducation intervention (focused on trauma and loss and the traumatic stress and grief reactions they can cause) were compared with a combination of this intervention and a group-based trauma-focused and grief-focused treatment. In both cohorts, PTSD and depression symptoms improved, with the largest effect in the group treatment cohort. Improvements in maladaptive grief were seen only in those receiving the additional group treatment. In another study of 12–15-year-olds in Bosnia and Herzegovina, improvements were recorded in PTSD symptoms in ethnically diverse schools taking part in a reconciliation and trauma healing project, but the findings were weakened by pre-treatment group differences in PTSD symptoms. In another trial of a classroom-based intervention (consisting of 12 daily sessions implemented by teachers) with 6–18-year-olds residing in armed conflict-affected areas in Lebanon, no differences in depression, separation anxiety, and PTSD between study conditions were recorded.

Additionally, of two clinical trials and three RCTs of interventions delivered in locations of displacement, two RCTs met our inclusion criteria. Shooshtary and co-workers assessed a group cognitive behavioural therapy 4 months after the 2003 Bam earthquake and reported improvements in PTSD symptoms in 11–12-year-olds but not in a non-randomised waiting list control group. A clinical controlled trial with 9–15-year-olds done in the occupied Palestinian territory showed no effects for a debriefing intervention. A controlled study with Sudanese refugee children in Ethiopia, in which randomisation was attempted but not achieved, compared a contextual programme (addressing daily stressors and helplessness) with a psychodynamic programme (addressing traumatic memories), and reported improved outcomes for the contextual programme.

For adults, studies at the third level of the IASC pyramid included interventions such as testimony therapy (one RCT included in our meta-analysis), trauma healing and reconciliation (one RCT [included in the meta-analysis] and one clinical controlled trial), and counselling (one RCT [Frank Neuner, Bielefeld University, personal communication] and two clinical controlled trials). In a group approach to trauma healing and reconciliation in post-genocide Rwanda, workshops led by trained workers improved PTSD symptoms and positive orientation to others compared with both workshops led by untrained workers and no treatment. Two clinical controlled trials assessed counselling; in villages in post-conflict areas in Aceh, Indonesia, and for torture survivors in Nepal. In Nepal, measures of general functioning and somatic symptoms improved more in torture survivors receiving a multidisciplinary programme (medical care, counselling, and legal services) than in a group offered psychoeducation sessions, but no improvement of PTSD, anxiety, and depressive symptoms was reported. Similarly, in Indonesia, men receiving problem-solving counselling showed improved functioning, but anxiety, depressive, and somatic symptoms did not differ from a no-treatment group. Additionally, slightly improved coping behaviour was noted in both men and women receiving the intervention. However, in an RCT in women in Afghanistan that applied a more structured
approach to counselling, reduction in anxiety, depression, psychosocial stressors, and improved coping was seen (Frank Neuner, Bielefeld University, personal communication).

**Specialised services**

Our search identified two groups of studies; two RCTs focusing on behavioural treatment for disaster-related PTSD; and seven of narrative exposure therapy (a combination of testimony and exposure psychotherapy) in war-affected populations (Frank Neuner, Bielefeld University, personal communication). Two of which were included in the meta-analysis. In a small study with torture survivors in Romania, PTSD and depression improved in those who had five sessions of narrative exposure therapy, but not in those who had one psychoeducation session. For PTSD in Sudanese refugees in Uganda, narrative exposure therapy, delivered by German clinicians, was more effective than supportive counselling and psychoeducation, but no treatment effects were reported for anxiety, depression, or general psychological functioning.

In Sri Lanka, children aged 8–14 years who were randomly assigned to receive either narrative exposure therapy or a meditation-relaxation treatment showed similar improvements of mental health indicators in an RCT (PTSD, functioning) and in a cluster randomised trial (PTSD, depression, suicidality, functioning, and school grades). In Rwanda, children receiving this treatment showed more improvement in PTSD and depressive symptoms than did children receiving interpersonal psychotherapy.

**Meta-analysis of RCTs**

In total, 13 studies met the inclusion criteria: six in children and adolescents, and seven in adults (figure 1). The studies in children and adolescents focused mainly on two school-based interventions (ERASE Stress and the classroom-based intervention) that had PTSD as one of the primary outcomes. Other studies were of a parenting intervention and basic medical support for young children in Bosnia and Herzegovina (including both outcomes for parents and children) and creative play and group interpersonal psychotherapy for adolescents in Uganda. We did two meta-analyses of studies focusing on young people—one of PTSD symptoms and the other of internalising symptoms (anxiety or depression). The seven studies in adults consisted of a control-focused behavioural treatment of earthquake survivors in Turkey (self-exposure to earthquake-related fears and cessation of avoidance to increase their sense of control), the aforementioned parenting intervention (weekly group meetings to discuss parent–child interactions and coping strategies), testimony therapy for war-affected people in Mozambique (one session on average, detailing the trauma story via narrative), trauma healing and reconciliation workshops in civil war-affected Burundi, and narrative exposure therapy for refugees in Uganda and orphans and widows in Rwanda (which also included adolescents older than 14 years) (Frank Neuner, Bielefeld University, personal communication).

The meta-analysis of RCTs with adults (nine comparisons, 486 individuals assigned to interventions, and 285 assigned to waiting list or usual care) showed a beneficial effect on PTSD symptoms (standardised mean difference [SMD] –0.38, 95% CI –0.55 to –0.20; figure 3). There was no statistically significant between-study heterogeneity.
A meta-analysis of four RCTs in children exposed to mass trauma events (five comparisons, 810 children assigned to school-based interventions, and 748 assigned to waiting list or usual care) failed to show improvement in PTSD symptoms (SMD −0.36, 95% CI −0.83 to 0.10; figure 4), but showed a beneficial effect of psychological interventions (group interpersonal psychotherapy, group meetings with parents, and school-based interventions), for depressive or anxiety symptoms (six studies, eight comparisons, 1062 children assigned to psychological interventions, and 897 assigned to waiting list or usual care; −0.24, −0.40 to −0.09; figure 5). The meta-analyses with children showed very high heterogeneity, especially for the outcome of PTSD.

To aid in the interpretation of the SMDs reported in these meta-analyses, we standardised the analyses by multiplying the between-person SD of a scale used in one of the included studies. Although imprecise, this extrapolation shows a difference of 2.32 points between experimental and control groups in PTSD outcomes for the meta-analysis of studies with adults (with the SD from the study by Igreja and colleagues—ie, ranging from 19 to 76). For the meta-analysis of studies with children with internalising symptoms the difference is 0.82 points (with the SD from the study by Tol and colleagues—ie, ranging from 0 to 36).

Another approach that gives clinical meaning to the SMD is that one SMD corresponds to a three-point difference between intervention and control groups for the meta-analysis of studies with adults if PTSD symptoms are measured on a 100-point scale, and a 2.5-point difference for the meta-analysis of studies with children and adolescents if internalising symptoms are measured on a 100-point scale (data not shown).

The included studies had methodological shortcomings that might be a source of bias (webappendix p 18). Some did not provide full details of randomisation procedures, allocation concealment, masking, or other possible biases, including the choice of the control group (eg, waitlist design versus no-treatment). An overview of findings according to the grading of recommendations assessment, development and evaluation (GRADE) approach is provided in webappendix pp 16–17. Overall, the quality of the evidence for psychological interventions for adults was judged moderate, with serious limitations in study design. The overall quality of evidence for the effectiveness of psychological interventions in children and adolescents was either low (for internalising symptoms) or very low (for PTSD symptoms) and also had serious limitations in study design.

Conclusion

The main strength of this review is that it provides a comprehensive overview of implemented practice, funding, and synthesis of evidence for psychological interventions with rigorous standards of systematic review and meta-analysis. Our findings had the following limitations. First, our grey literature search included only reports in English. Second, the financial tracking might provide an incomplete account of funding for MHPSS. No dedicated code for MHPSS funding exists in the relevant databases, and despite our efforts to search the narrative text of projects, some MHPSS projects might have been missed. Therefore, underestimation of the total amount of funding for MHPSS is a risk. Hence, our efforts at financial tracking should be treated as a first attempt that needs thorough investigation. We recommend that the two databases we tracked provide a
dedicated code (as for reproductive health) to allow more thorough future financial tracking of funding for MHPSS. Third, the GRADE analyses of the meta-analyses showed methodological shortcomings that might have biased the findings (webappendix pp 16–17). Additionally, although not included as a GRADE criterion, few studies undertook procedures to validate outcome measures according to local culture, a direction for future study of importance for improvement of research in this specialty.\textsuperscript{79} We grouped together diverse interventions in the meta-analyses for adults (eg, group and individual approaches, different lengths of interventions). Although most interventions are similar because they all address PTSD symptoms through a discussion of traumatic experiences and their consequences, the diversity of approaches and the different sociocultural and health system environments in which these interventions were implemented might have contributed to heterogeneity in results. Likewise, baseline severity of symptoms, symptom duration, and the length of time since trauma exposure might all affect outcomes. Because information about these variables was irregularly reported, we were not able to include them in our analyses.

A consistent impression of contemporary MHPSS practices emerged from various sources. The most commonly used interventions were counselling, providing and facilitating community-based social supports, structured social activities (including child-friendly spaces), provision of information, psychoeducation, and raising awareness. The findings suggest that MHPSS practices seem to be mainly implemented and funded outside formal national mental health, protection, and education systems, and with little emphasis on evidence-based practices.

A major finding of our review is the disconnection between research and practice. The focus of research and evidence relates to interventions that are infrequently implemented in MHPSS programmes. Outcome assessments have focused predominantly on PTSD, whereas humanitarian workers still disagree about the public health value of this disorder.\textsuperscript{80,81} Despite limitations in study designs, evidence exists for the effectiveness of psychological interventions for adults to reduce PTSD, and—to a lesser extent—for school-based psychological and psychosocial interventions for children and adolescents with internalising symptoms. Very high statistical heterogeneity was recorded in school-based interventions for children and adolescents with PTSD symptoms in humanitarian settings. This heterogeneity is probably a result of weaknesses in study designs, differences in study setting (natural disaster vs armed conflict), and timing (immediate vs a long time after events). Also, heterogeneity might be related to the different forms of psychological distress targeted by the various interventions offered.

Psychoeducation, structured social activities, and counselling are frequently used in practice and were included in few evaluation studies, often with mixed results. Specifically, psychoeducation was not associated with improved mental health in two of three RCTs, structured social activities were associated with improved mental health in two of three RCTS, and counselling was associated with improved mental health in two of three studies. Absence of evidence does not necessarily indicate that these approaches are not effective; however, the limited and mixed results from research does argue for the importance of subjection of the most commonly used interventions to scientific scrutiny.
We have several recommendations. First, clearly, the evidence for MHPSS in humanitarian settings needs to be strengthened, which will require a concerted effort by researchers to increase the rigour of studies and broaden outcomes beyond PTSD and internalising symptoms. Although some studies have begun using locally constructed outcome measures to achieve this aim, reliance solely on local indicators limits possibilities for aggregation in a meta-analysis. This drawback might be partly overcome by application of the same instrument development process in different sociocultural contexts, as has been done to develop measures for function impairment—an important but often overlooked outcome measure.82,83 Because of the gap between what types of MHPSS practices are implemented and what types of these practices have been assessed, an improved consensus between the interests of researchers and practitioners is needed. This approach might be encouraged by inclusion of practitioners in the development, design, and implementation of research projects and, likewise, by involvement of researchers in the development, design, and implementation of interventions.

An important strategy to strengthen the evidence for the effectiveness of MHPSS in humanitarian settings would be the systematic integration of rigorous monitoring and assessment procedures in humanitarian programmes. This integration will require humanitarian donors to fund monitoring and assessment of the long-term outcomes of their programmes (eg, improved mental health and wellbeing), in addition to measuring immediate output and process indicators (eg, the number of training programmes). Geographically, few findings from humanitarian settings in Latin America exist, as well as from western and central Africa. Additionally, few studies assessed interventions for infants and young children.

Second, to reduce the gap between research and practice, more research is needed into the most frequently implemented psychosocial interventions, such as child-friendly spaces, counselling, and promotion of community supports. A particularly large gap in knowledge exists about MHPSS interventions at the bottom half of the intervention pyramid—ie, interventions aimed at preventing mental disorders, and promoting and protecting psychosocial wellbeing. Conversely, the interventions that have proven effective (eg, psychological interventions for adults with PTSD and children with internalising problems) should be made available to populations with these mental health problems.

Third, improvements of research methods are necessary. For example, further development of ways to capture mental disorders, wellbeing, and its determinants in culturally sensitive ways; increased validation of measures in different sociocultural contexts; and long-term follow-up measurements to establish whether early psychosocial interventions are able to prevent mental disorders in the long term, and have lasting effects on symptoms and functioning. Furthermore, although RCTs are the gold standard for assessments, a number of innovations and improvements in the application of this design might be necessary to strengthen evidence for MHPSS. These improvements would be: the use of multilevel statistics to disentangle contextual effects on individual wellbeing, especially for assessment of commonly implemented psychosocial interventions at the base of the intervention pyramid;84 integration of the study of moderators and mediators in assessment studies to
examine how interventions achieve their effects; and time series analyses of the psychosocial effect of social interventions.

Fourth, a greater number of assessments are needed of clinical and protective interventions for people with severe mental disorders, including psychotic disorders and substance dependence. The current pre-eminence of offering basic supports to overcome distress is probably partly caused by the tendency for MHPSS practices to be implemented and funded outside formal mental health systems. However, a study in Timor-Leste showed that psychotic disorders were the most disabling condition. Further, alcohol and drug misuse are neglected issues that need a multisectoral—including health care—response.

Fifth, most MHPSS practices are implemented and funded outside of local or national social services, mental health, or education systems (eg, 5.2% of MHPSS practice funding was spent as part of medical services and 2.9% through primary education). This funding mechanism raises questions about the sustainability of interventions, because humanitarian funding is generally time-bound.

A predominant focus on implementation of acute interventions or collaboration between MHPSS and HIV/AIDS care systems might divert attention from strengthening of formal mental health and psychosocial systems—eg, through the development of capacity to provide care for a range of mental health and psychosocial disorders in general health care, and the integration of psychosocial supports with governmental and community protection systems. Such a focus might also contribute to overlooking important sources of support. To improve the sustainability of MHPSS programmes, we recommend that specific funding is allocated to strengthen existing national and local health, education, and social service systems, to address mental health and psychosocial problems. Increased attention should be paid to translation of investments made during the emergency phase to sustainable systems of MHPSS care in the long term.

Finally, funding for MHPSS seems inadequately distributed in view of the increased burden of mental health and psychosocial disorders in humanitarian settings. Funding should be diversified beyond only emergency relief and should also be invested in early recovery—ie, investment in recovery from the first day of the crisis. Likewise, intervention research lacks information on cost-effectiveness, an essential source of information to plan scale-up of MHPSS.
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Key messages

Recommendations for mental health and psychosocial support (MHPSS) in humanitarian settings

- Strengthen the evidence for MHPSS in humanitarian settings
- Broaden outcomes aside from post-traumatic stress disorder and internalising symptoms
- Stimulate collaboration between researchers and practitioners
- Reduce the gap between science and practice
- Prioritise research into the most commonly implemented MHPSS, especially those in the bottom half of the intervention pyramid
- Dependent on assessed needs, make empirically supported MHPSS widely available
- Adapt the randomised controlled trial design where necessary, and apply innovative research designs when randomised controlled trials are not feasible
- Ensure and assess interventions for people with severe mental disorders
- Sustain MHPSS through their integration with national and local health, education, and social systems
- Add a code for MHPSS to existing financial tracking databases and increase funding to match needs
Panel: Systematic review and meta-analysis methodology

We searched the Cochrane Database of Systematic Reviews, Cochrane Controlled Trials Register, PubMed/Medline, PsycInfo, and PILOTS, using the keywords ("mental health" or psychosocial or psychological) and (humanitarian or disaster or "armed conflict" or "political violence") and (evaluation or effectiveness or efficacy). Language or publication year limits were not applied to any search. Additionally, we searched the references of relevant systematic reviews and contacted the authors of included studies to identify pertinent research. A tabular approach to data presentation was used, and all studies identified were cross-referenced to identify further studies of relevance.

For the meta-analysis, two reviewers—working independently and in duplicate—read the quantitative studies generated by the searches of the published work. Duplicate publications were excluded. The reviewers independently extracted data for participant characteristics, intervention details, and outcome measures. Most studies used various outcome measures, especially those with children and adolescents, but post-traumatic stress disorder was the most commonly used outcome measure overall. The outcome measure was defined as the group mean score at the end of the trial, or group mean change from baseline to endpoint, on the clinician-administered post-traumatic stress disorder scale or, if this scale was not used, on any other rating scale measuring post-traumatic stress disorder symptoms in adults. For children and adolescents we did a meta-analysis focusing on internalising symptoms, ie, a depression or anxiety measure. A double-entry procedure was used. Data were initially entered and analysed with the Cochrane Collaboration's Review Manager (version 5), and subsequently entered into a spreadsheet and reanalysed with the metan command of STATA (version 9.0). Outputs were cross-checked for internal consistency. Continuous data were analysed with standard mean differences (because scores from different outcome scales were summarised) with the random effects model (with 95% CIs), which accounts for any differences between studies even if there is no statistically significant heterogeneity. Visual inspection of graphs was used to assess statistical heterogeneity and was supplemented with the $I^2$ statistic, which provides an estimate of the percentage of variability caused by heterogeneity rather than by chance alone. An $I^2$ estimate greater than 50% was interpreted as an indication of high heterogeneity. Assessment of risk of bias in studies included in the meta-analysis was done with the Cochrane risk-of-bias programme, and a summary of findings was produced according to the Grading of Recommendations Assessment, Development and Evaluation methodology. Because the two meta-analyses of outcome studies with children included cluster randomised trials, we adjusted the analyses for cluster randomisation with an intraclass correlation coefficient of 0.1 (not reported in all studies). The findings of these analyses were consistent with an analytic approach assuming individual randomisation (webappendix p 19).
Figure 1. Studies included in systematic review and meta-analysis

We included studies according to the Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic reviews and Meta-Analyses guidelines. PTSD=post-traumatic stress disorder.
Figure 2. Studies included in the systematic review
The studies are classed according to the Inter-Agency Standing Committee mental health and psychosocial support pyramid.\textsuperscript{73} RCT=randomised controlled trial. CCT=controlled clinical trial. IPT=interpersonal psychotherapy. CBT=cognitive behavioural therapy. ERASE=enhancing resiliency among students experiencing. NET=narrative exposure therapy. KIDNET=narrative exposure therapy for children.
Figure 3. Random-effects meta-analysis of psychological support for adults with post-traumatic stress disorder symptoms in humanitarian settings

*Narrative exposure therapy. †Trauma counselling. ‡Trauma healing and reconciliation without post-traumatic stress disorder psychoeducation. §Trauma healing and reconciliation with post-traumatic stress disorder psychoeducation.
Figure 4. Random-effects meta-analysis of school-based interventions for children and adolescents with post-traumatic stress disorder symptoms in humanitarian settings

*A classroom-based intervention for 12–16 year olds. †A classroom-based intervention for 6–11 year olds.
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Figure 5. Random-effects meta-analysis of school-based and other psychosocial and psychological supports for children and adolescents with internalising symptoms in humanitarian settings

*Group interpersonal psychotherapy. †Creative play. ‡A classroom-based intervention for 6–11 year olds. §A classroom-based intervention for 12–16 year olds.
Table

Sectors that received the most mental health and psychosocial support funding between 2007 and 2009 in countries affected by humanitarian crises

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sector</th>
<th>% of total funding</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sexually transmitted infection control (mainly HIV/AIDS)</td>
<td>36.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emergency and distress relief</td>
<td>13.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social or welfare services</td>
<td>5.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medical services</td>
<td>5.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other or not reported</td>
<td>3.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Human rights</td>
<td>3.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Primary education</td>
<td>2.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Civilian peace-building, conflict prevention, and resolution</td>
<td>2.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Landmine clearance</td>
<td>2.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Population policy and administration management</td>
<td>2.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>78.6%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>